
M I R A B I L E  C O L L E C T I O N



AN OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE

Beauty is an emotion that surpasses wonder. It is a 

state of mind, a feeling of admiration and awe.

It gives us pleasure. Beauty is experienced in a 

timeless dimension, immersed in a space where 

the boundaries between the self and the other 

become indistinguishable.

Beauty exists outside of us but lives within us, 

inside-outside, this is the key: the beauty that 

surrounds us is always reflected in our mood.  

Dolcefarniente has cretaed the Mirabile Collection 

so you ca experience the sense of the balance that 

only the harmony of the external space can help us 

find.



BAHIA - sectional sofa, pouf and coffee table



BAHIA - sectional sofa and coffee table



BAHIA - 3 seat sofa, armchair and coffee table



BAHIA - double chaise longue



BAHIA  - round sofa and pouf



BAHIA -  dormeuse, round coffe table and trunk



We all thirst for beauty, we want to 

feel close to it, in an intertwining of 

pleasure and awareness. Touching 

a fabric, caressing a shape, feeling 

a pleasurable texture between our 

fingers are inescapable temptations: 

the Mirabile Collection was created to 

seduce. Made of hand-woven synthetic 

rattan, it offers all the advantages of 

artificial fibre with style: strength, 

durability, and easy maintenance. It 

fits surprisingly well in a wide range of 

settings. Beauty is a world that opens 

up a world to us.

MARATEA - armchair and coffee table
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RODI - armchair, 3 seat sofa and coffee tableSCAURI - armchair



SCAURI -  3 seat sofa and armchair 



TROPEA - 3 seat sofa and armchair

Dolcefarniente expresses the beauty in the 

harmony of shapes and the symmetry of 

the elements that make up the space. The 

items of furniture in the Mirabile Collection 

are beautiful because they convey order, 

while they enchant and seduce because 

the proportions are flawless and the 

materials are refined. Perfect for creating 

atmospheres that reflect the most 

sophisticated taste and style.  An unusual 

starting point for arriving at the truth of 

living well.



LAMPEDUSA - adjustable sunbed ATHURUGA - adjustable double sunbed



LAMPEDUSA - adjustable sunbed with sunshade
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IBIZA  - chaise longue

The Mirabile Collection redefines modern 

luxury on a global level, enhancing 

shapes, materials, textures, and light. 

All the elements in the collection 

interact with each other and can be 

combined to create an enchanting,  

customized outdoor scene in any setting. 

Dolcefarniente’s sophisticated aesthetics 

and the Mirabile Collection’s seductive 

authenticity transform the sense of space 

from a concept of elegant comfort to a 

way of being, outside time and within 

our rediscovered balance.
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PANAREA - basculant chaise longue



PALINURO - dining tableCEFALÙ - bridge



Our tale of beauty, of chasing the things 

we love, translates into exemplary 

furniture. Those influences intersect 

with design in unexpected ways 

through details, shapes, and colours. 

The Mirabile Collection thus transforms 

your space into an environment full of 

intimate love for life, of elegant balance 

that reconciles us with ourselves, 

without ever failing to surprise us. 

Beauty is awe.

PALINURO - dining tableCEFALÙ - bridge



VIETRI - chairPALINURO - dining table
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IMPERIA - dining tableALICUDI - bridge
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ALASSIO - chair



PALINURO - dining tableIRLANDA - bridge



PALINURO - dining tableAMALFI - chair
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PALINURO - table  | LIPARI - stoolPALINURO - bistrot table  | LIPARI - high stool



LIPARI - console and bench



PAROS - vase holderSYLOS - vase holder






